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AMON G CARTER=

= FORTWORTH STAR TELEGRAM

We have been reviewing minutes of directors meeting of August twentieth and I want to make sure before I sign them that they correctly set forth actions taken at that meeting. Record indicates that directors of company authorized the officers of the company to take necessary steps for amendment of the charter providing for an additional one hundred thousand shares preferred stock including proper resolutions to effect that and to call meeting of stockholders for approval of that action. Record further indicates that officers were authorized to conduct negotiations with bankers with respect to prices which could be obtained for the sale of fifty thousand shares preferred stock but gave officers no authority to make commitments with respect to sale of such stock. Records further records direction to officers to call another meeting of directors to receive report of officers with respect to negotiations with bankers at which time directors will make decision concerning whether or not stock will be sold and fix terms upon which it be sold if authorized. That I believe to be action taken at directors meeting with
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SIGNS
DL = Day Letter
NM = Night Message
NL = Night Letter
LC = Deferred Cable
NLT = Cable Night Letter
Ship Radiogram
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RESPECT TO FINANCING. WILL YOU TELEGRAPH ME IF THE RECORD IN THAT RESPECT IS AT VARIANCE IN ANY RESPECT WITH YOUR UNDERSTANDING OF THE ACTION TAKEN=

C R SMITH AMERICAN AIRLINES INC.